MONDAY NIGHT JAZZ
with 95JC

Directed By: Kamau Kenyatta

Monday, June 4, 2018 at 7:00PM
Conrad Prebys Music Center | Experimental Theater

Program

Always There - William Jeffries
Chick's Tune - Chick Corea
Eden - Noah Hermansen
Heart Don't Stand a Chance - Anderson Paak
Escribeme - Guillermo Castillo Bustamante
Alec Hamilton - Martin Chapman
Marvin’s House - Zeju Zheng
Peasant Funk - Orkestar Meze
Bass Song - Eryn Allen Kane
The Jody Grind - Horace Silver
Sing Sing Sing - Louis Prima

Members

Voice: Adam Abadilla, Alec Hamilton, Fiore Georgianna, Grant Hovander, Hyun Kim, Kylee Quitayen, Lindsey Jackson, Martha Hartt, Mayreni Abajian, Valerie Stark
Trumpet: Alex Dombrower, Eli Kahn, Gregor Grigorian, Kenji Sommers, Luis Flores
Alto Saxophone: Dylan Greicius, Madahlia Taylor, Reed Rouland, Sophie Haddad
Tenor Saxophone: Kinuth Gelmo, Zhe Jiang
Clarinet: Dylan Greicius
Trombone: Collin Pachow
French Horn: Sienna Hemminger
Piano: Alec Hamilton, Noah Hermansen, Rohit Godbole, Zeng Ren
Guitar: Martin Chapman, Sean Park, Zeju Zheng
Bass: Eduardo Sanchez, Jeremiah McElwee, Owen Cruise, Sean Park
Drum: Braden Rigling, Garrett Sigler, Max Rossip, Nolan Fewell
Vocal Arrangement and Direction: Alec Hamilton